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Upon the recovery from Corona pandemic, the global economy 
rebounds to face the massive transformations at the ground 
zero and at the system levels. The global economy is led by a 
tremendous revolution grappling with the legal framework and 
governing regulations to unleash a big challenge manifested in the 
herald of a decentralized economic system. The states and the 
organizations strive to grasp the system by surpassing the time 
in their endeavors to legalize it and regulate its application. The 
business entities compete through their digital financial products 
in the open ambiance and overcrowd the financial establishments 
in their home turf, either to downsize or sideline the later. Herein, 
we find the Islamic finance with its products and institutions to 
face the new challenge of a mandatory synchronization with the 
contemporary transformation while observing the regulations of 
Shari’ah and legal frameworks in line with the objectives of Islamic 
Shari’ah which assures the realization of utmost benefits to the 
nations and citizens while keeping the inconvenience and the 
damage away from them.
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Inaugural Session
Presented by: Mr. Nadeem Al-Mallah – Aljazeera Media Network – Qatar

08:30 AM – 08:40 AM Recitation of Qur’anic Verses

08:40 AM – 08:50 AM Address by HE Sheikh Muhammad Bin Hamad Bin Qassim 
Al-Thani
Minister of Commerce and Industry

08:50 AM – 09:00 AM Address by HE Sheikh Muhammad Bin Hamad Bin Jasim 
Al-Thani
Chairman, Board of Directors of Dukhan Bank – Strategic Partner

09:00 AM – 09:10 AM Address by HE Sheikh Dr. Khalid Bin Muhammad Bin Ghanim 
Al-Thani
General Director of the Directorate of Endowments and The Ministry 

of Endowmenty and Islamic Affairs

09:10 AM – 09:20 AM Address by HE Prof. Dr. Khalid Bin Ibrahim Al-Sulayti
Chairperson of the Higher Organizing Committee of Doha Islamic 
Finance Conference

09:20 AM – 09:30 AM Break

Conference Program
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Conference Program

Conference Themes

09:30 AM – 10:45 AM First Theme
Moderator of the Session: Dr. Noora Fetais – Founding Secretary General of the 
Arab Association for Cyber   Security at Arab League and Associate Prof. of Computer Sci-
ence, College of Engineering – Qatar University

Supervisory Entities and Decentralized Digital FinTech
The global outstretch of digital FinTech applications is incompatible with the meticulous and 
cautious procedures and policies of supervisory and regulatory bodies. Thereby it imposes a 
challenge to all the stakeholders, regardless their internal or external affiliation to the framework 
of financial regulatory structure. The challenge manifests in the possibility of control over those 
technologies which are emerging and activating out of the central bodies’ realm. Herein the 
theme discusses the risks and challenges imposed by the decentralized digital FinTech on 
the central banks and the financial markets, in addition to the procedures adopted by those 
institutions for regulating and controlling such products. The theme also includes the position 
of Islamic banks in harmonizing the reliance on digital FinTech and fulfilling the requirements of 
supervisory bodies with an emphasis on the instance of the State of Qatar and its regulatory and 
supervisory entities related to the foregoing concerns. 

Topics of the Theme
•  Central Bank’s Perspective on Risks and Challenges of Decentralized Digital Fintech

Miss. Alanood Abdullah Al-Muftah, Head of the FinTech Section, Qatar Central Bank - Qatar

•  Qatar Financial Market Authority’s Legal and Regulatory Policies for Decentralized 
Digital Fintech (Qatar Financial Market Authority - Qatar)

• Islamic Banks’ Mechanism for Compliance with the Regulatory Requirements of 
Decentralized Digital Fintech
Mr. Narayanan Srinivason, Chief Operations Officer ,Dukhan Bank – Qatar

• Waqf Organizations and the Possibility of Digital Transformation
Mrs. Ruslena Ramali, Director, Islamic Digital Economy, Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation - Malaysia
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10:45 AM – 12:15 PM Second Theme:
Moderator of the Session: His Eminence Sheikh Dr. Sultan Al Hashmi –
Assistant Dean for the Research and Studies at College of Shari’ah and Islamic Studies –
Qatar University

Shari’ah Rulings for Decentralized Digital FinTech
The Shari’ah rulings in general inherently encompass the renewing matters linked with the life and 
the dealings of mankind. Similarly, the objectives of Shari’ah are designed to guide the rulings 
towards accomplishing the short- and long-term benefits of the people while safeguarding the five 
universal objectives embodied in the religion, the life, the intellect, the progeny, and the wealth. 
In consonance with the foregoing frameworks, the Islamic finance dealt with the contemporary 
issues of the industry. Herein the theme, the scholars of Shari’ah elaborate the Shari’ah rulings 
and its objectives related to decentralized digital FinTech as well as the mechanism for their 
standardization in Islamic Finance Institutions. 

Topics of the Theme:
• Objectives of Shari’ah in Digital FinTech

(His Eminence Sheikh Prof. Dr. Ali Al-Qaradaghi, The General Secretary of International Union of Muslim 

Scholars – Qatar)

• Does Shari’ah considered ‘Decentralization’ a criterion in the rulings related to wealth
(His Eminence Prof. Dr. Abdul Kader Geddi, Professor of Jurisprudence and its Principles at College of 

Shari’ah, Qatar University, - Qatar)

• Are the Shari’ah standards capable of synchronizing with digital FinTech
His Eminence Sheikh Prof. Dr. Essam Al-Enazy, Member of teaching faculty at College of Shari’ah and Islamic 

Studies – Kuwait University – Kuwait

• Islamic Finance Institutions and Activation of Digital Products
Dr. Dalal Assouli, Professor of Islamic Finance at College of Islamic Studies, Hamad bin Khalifa University – Qatar

• Shari’ah Governance and Supervision of Digital Financial Products
Dr. Ebrahim Gammal, Head of Research and Studies Division, Bait Al Mashura Finance Consultations – Qatar
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12:15 PM – 12:45 PM Break for Duhur Prayer

12:45 PM – 01:30 PM Third Theme:

Moderator of the Session: His Eminence Sheikh Dr. Osama Qais Al-Dera’ie – 
MD CEO of Bait Al-Mashura Finance Consultations 

Decentralized Digital FinTech Products
The digital FinTech products outside the spheres of legal and regulatory entities are various, 
and some of them are striving to legalize themselves to gain a wider access to the universe of 
finance and business. Likewise, the FinTech is confronting with entire sections of banking and 
finance corpus. This theme presents decentralized digital FinTech products related to payments 
and finance, in addition to those related to trading and investment. The theme also unveils 
the decentralized digital FinTech products for endowments, asset management and insurance 
purposes.

Topics of the Theme:
•  Decentralized Payment and Financing Products

Mr. Malik Khan Kotadia, Global Board Chairman of GIFT - Singapore

•  Decentralized Trading & Investment Products    
Dr. Esra Ul-Asan, Co-Founder & CEO of Magnus - Turkey

•  Decentralized Asset Management Products  
Mr. Manish Kumar, Co-Founder & CEO of RealX – India



Conference Program

01:30 PM – 02:30 PM Fourth Theme:
Moderator of the Session: Mr. Ali Hamad Fetais Al- Marri – Lecturer, College of 
Management and Economics – Qatar University

Use cases of Decentralized Digital FinTech
On a daily basis, the world of finance and business witnesses either the emergence of 
new experiences or their advancements, we follow them up further to find that the FinTech 
companies has overtaken them and steered them towards a novel world of banking and finance. 
In the ongoing theme we take a close introductory review of the leading experiences of the 
decentralized digital FinTech through the giant global FinTech companies, besides the distinct 
experiences of financial institutions and centers in the State of Qatar. 

Topics of the Theme:
• A Case Study by Qatar Development Bank

Mr. Hilal Ali Al-Kuwwari- Incubation Specialist - Qatar Development Bank - Qatar

•  A Case Study by Qatar Finance Center 
Mr. Henk Jan Hoogendoorn, Chief of Financial Sector Office QFC- Qatar

•  A Case Study of Developing Decentralized Apps
Dr. Nida Khan, Founder & CEO of Nash FintechX – Luxembourg

•  The Role of Digital Technology in the Development of Awqaf (Endowments)
Mr. Jubran Siddique - Founder and CEO of Zaryah Investment Company - India

02:30 PM – 02:40 PM End Note
02:40 PM Lunch



Accompanying Activities 
8th Doha Islamic Finance 

Conference 
Sunday 13 March - Thursday 17 March 2022

Sheraton Doha Hotel ( Al_Rayyan)
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Financial Literacy for Families Workshop
Date: Sunday 13 March 2022

Time: 10 am– 1 pm

- Trainer: Dr. Mohamed Fahmy

PHD, Business consultant and lecturer at the University of Minnesota Depart-
ment of Economics and Business Administration

Most economic problems stem out of financial illiteracy and incorrect family dy-
namic. As significant role as family plays within the community, families pay less 
attention to financial literacy, resulting adverse impact on the whole community.

In this workshop, the importance of financial literacy will be highlighted. Meth-
ods for correcting financial behaviors will be introduced to participants, who 
will also receive training on preparing family budget and how to overcome family 
economic problems to achieve prosperity. 

“You are the Manager” Workshop
Date: Monday 14 March 2022

Time: 10 am – 1 pm

- Trainer: Dr. Issa Al-Farajat

PHD, Professor of Finance - the University of Minnesota, a former advisor for the 
development and management of small and medium enterprises at the Ministry 
of Planning and International Cooperation - Jordan.

No doubt SMEs significantly contribute to establish a dynamic and flexible eco-
nomic system. Forming an inter-connected network within, SMEs greatly sup-
port efficient allocation of resources, comprehensive productivity capacity build-
ing, and sound utilization of production resources.

In this workshop, you will learn about how to start your own business, and you 
will learn about the skills necessary for business management, along with pre-
senting success stories and its role in economic and social development.
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Digital Islamic Finance in the Age of Modern Technology 
Workshop 
Date: Wednesday 16 March 2022

Time: 10 am– 1 pm

- Trainer: Prof. Dr. Ahmet F. Aysan

PHD, Professor of Islamic Finance and Economics and Program Coordinator, 
College of Islamic Studies, Hamad Bin Khalifa University.

Digital transformation is a promising field that provides Islamic Finance huge 
potential towards full and efficient utilization of its strength. Through digital 
means, Islamic banks will have access to highly developed systems, and Islamic 
finance will be able to adopt sustainable development goals. 

This workshop will present an insight to the comprehensive finance as a mean 
to develop Islamic Finance. It will also discuss how digital transformation might 
change the method of service provision and payment methods within the Is-
lamic finance sector. Opportunities granted thanks to the digital transformation 
are endless, including facilitating access to Islamic financial services, speeding 
payment methods, and boost operational efficiency. This will weaken traditional 
forms and market structures, which can have consequences on the whole finan-
cial system.



Inflation And Its Impact on Our Lives Workshop
Date: Wednesday 16 March 2022

Time: 2 – 5 pm

- Trainer: Dr. Omar Al-Ababneh

PHD, Sharia Supervisory and Audit - Bait Al-Mashura.

In this interactive workshop, inflation will be discussed by introducing the con-
cept of inflation, its definitions, related terms, types of inflation and how to mea-
sure it, as well as explaining the causes of inflation and the factors that lead to its 
emergence.

The workshop also deals with talking about the economic effects of inflation in 
terms of the impact of inflation on the purchasing power of money, the impact of 
inflation on saving, the impact of inflation, the impact of inflation on the distri-
bution of wealth and the impact of inflation on the production structure

The course also focuses on talking about ways to treat inflation and reduce its 
effects, and how to treat inflation, and there is an concrete talk about monetary 
and financial policies and control of supply in the market.

 The course concludes with a very important point that affects every individual in 
society, which is how to protect yourself and your family from inflation.



Emerging Digital Finance within Financial Markets
Date: Thursday 17 March 2022

Time: 10 am– 1 pm

- Trainer: Dr. Dalal Aassouli

Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs and Assistant Professor of Islamic Finance 
at the College of Islamic Studies, Hamad Bin Khalifa University.

- Dr. Muhammad Iskandar

PHD, Assistant Professor, Islamic Finance, College of Islamic Studies, Hamad 
Bin Khalifa University

Highlighting the challenges facing Islamic finance, global development of Islam-
ic finance technology is thoroughly discussed in this workshop. Reasons under-
lying the limited number of financial technological companies within Islamic 
capital markets compared to other sectors such as payments, deposits, loans, 
and fundraising are overviewed. Recently established Islamic platforms that is-
sue bonds or Sukuks are introduced, along with its role in developing Islamic 
capital markets, given the incomplete Islamic Capital Market and unavailability 
of Sukuks in many markets. While the promotion of financial technological so-
lutions within Islamic capital markets require authority-backed supporting en-
vironment, how efficient solutions can be reached? All this will be overviewed 
within this workshop.

Finally, the workshop will introduce the careers necessary to extend finance tech-
nological solutions within Islamic capital markets, along with the opportunities 
and challenges. 
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• To familiarize with the policies and procedures 
of supervisory and regulatory bodies of the 
decentralized digital FinTech.

• To describe the Shari’ah rules and controls 
related to products of decentralized digital 
FinTech

• To discuss the decentralized digital FinTech 
products 

• To showcase the experiences of digital 
FinTech entities 

• To contribute towards dissemination of 
finance culture in the community and to avail 
skills for managing SMEs

• To be aware of the digital transformations in the 
Islamic finance domain and the opportunities 
in the Islamic finance markets 

Conference Objectives
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